SPECIFICATIONS FOP, CAST IRON.                 °°7
Specimen bars of the metal used, of a size and form sui, able for testing-, shall be prepared when required.  ,
These specimen bars shall be poured from the ladle at any time, either before or after the casting1 has been poured, as may be required, and shall present a true specimen of thr iron used for making the castings.
If any two test bars cast the  same  day  show a breakin strength of less than 18,000 pounds per square inch, or do not show the  required  cross-breaking load and deflection, all the castings made from the same mixture to be rejected.
All castings shall conform to the shape and dimensions required by the drawings, and shall be clean and perfect, without blow or sand holes, or defects of any kind. No plugging or other stopping of holes will be allowed.
Particular care shall be takeri to secure perfect lugs, where such are required by the drawings. Whenever any doubt exists of the exact interpretation as to the shape or dimensions shown on the drawings, the contractor must consult with the water commissioner, or his duly author!/AM! agent, in regard thereto.                                                               M. L. II.
162.    Specification   for   Oast-Iron Water Pipe.
The following .specifications for cast-iron water pipe were used in the contract, of the new water works system of Cincinnati (10,00-1902). Special atteutiem is called to provisions Nos. i<\ and 15. It is well known that the coal-tar coated cast-iron water pipe will rust more or less on the outside and will form numerous l'tubercles'* of iron rust upon thr interior. This rusting action is certainly due to Imperfect coating and tins in turn is doubtless due to the iron scale and other foreign matter left on the outside of the casting when dipped into the bath of coal-tar varnish. It is now well known that no perfect protection of iron by painting when exposed to the weather, is effective unless the iron has first been entirely freed from rust and the ordinary oxide coating which it. has when it comes from the rolls. The sand blast is the only perfect means of cleaning the iron from this o.Kidi/.ed coating. This sand blast method of cleaning water pipes is provided as an alternative by provision 14 below, and was, with much dilllculty, forced upon

